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[1] During a short experiment we have investigated the
vertical variability of water vapor in the lower part of the
atmosphere with the help of small network of GPS stations
positioned on the eastern slopes of the Puy de Dôme in central
France. We have found out that the urban layer exhibits
somewhat constant water vapor content. In contrast, the
major IWV variations arise in the upper troposphere level,
in particular in the presence of westerly flows that bring
elevated water vapor content over the mountain ridge.
Finally, the transition layer situated between these lower and
upper levels presents quite variable water vapor content, acting
as a buffer zone for the boundary layer. Comparing two
episodes of higher water vapor contents, one being associated
with a sharp frontal passage, we have shown that the contrasted
behavior of the different layers revealed the possible formation
of clouds before the advent of rain. Citation: Van Baelen, J.,
and G. Penide (2009), Study of water vapor vertical variability and
possible cloud formation with a small network of GPS stations,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L02804, doi:10.1029/2008GL036148.

1. Introduction
[2] It has now been largely established that, beyond precise positioning and navigation applications, Global Positioning Systems (GPS) are also adequate tools to monitor the
atmospheric water vapor [Bevis et al., 1992, 1994; Businger
et al., 1996; Duan et al., 1996; Tregoning et al., 1998; Wolfe
and Gutman, 2000].
[3] The Zenith Tropospheric Delay (ZTD) parameter derived by GPS network analysis software, such as GAMIT in
our case [King and Bock, 2000], and the knowledge of the
surface pressure and temperature at the GPS sites enable accurate retrieval of the Integrated Water Vapor (IWV) above
the corresponding GPS stations. This quantity, usually expressed in millimeters [mm], corresponds to the height of
liquid water one would obtain if all the water vapor available
in the atmospheric column directly above the station was
condensed. It is often determined with an equation such as
[Van Baelen et al., 2005]:
IWV ¼
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where ZTD is the GPS observable, H and Y are the altitude
and latitude of the GPS station respectively, PS and TS are the
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surface pressure and temperature respectively, and k1, k2, k3,
a0 and a1 are coefficients linked to the atmospheric refractive
index [Boudouris, 1963; Saastamoinen, 1972; Thayer, 1974]
and to the estimation of the atmospheric mean temperature
from the surface temperature with an empirical model [Bevis
et al., 1994; Emardson and Derks, 1999].
[4] Times series of GPS derived IWV’s have been the
object of many studies for the sake of validation against other
means of water vapor measurements such as radiosoundings,
microwave radiometers, lidars, etc. [Liljegren et al., 1999;
Niell et al., 2001; Van Baelen et al., 2005] as well as against
models [Guerova et al., 2003]. Likewise, IWV’s from GPS
networks have been used to provide 2-D maps of water vapor
and study the time evolution of water vapor distribution in the
framework of numerous case studies [Champollion et al.,
2004; Walpersdorf et al., 2004], while punctual studies using
temporary dense networks of GPS stations have addressed
water vapor tomography for 3-D water vapor field retrieval
[Champollion et al., 2005]. Furthermore, work has been
carried out recently to provide global estimates of water
vapor using existing long term GPS data sets [Wang et al.,
2007], while national weather services start assimilation of
GPS water vapor products [Gutman et al., 2004].
[5] However, little attention has been devoted so far to the
vertical variability of water vapor using a limited number of
GPS estimates of IWV and their continuous and high time
resolution capabilities. Such a study is the object of the work
presented here.

2. Puy de Dôme Experiment
[6] In order to investigate the vertical variability of water
vapor we designed a small experiment that benefited from the
local topography of the Clermont-Ferrand area. The city lies
at the foothill of the ‘‘Chaı̂ne des Puys’’ mountain ridge
with a very nearby summit about 1000 meters above the city
(Puy de Dôme 1465m). Thus, we installed three temporary
GPS stations in different instrumented sites managed by our
laboratory that included both pressure and temperature measurements and such that their corresponding altitudes covered the entire range. The first site (OPGC, altitude 423m)
was on the university campus close to the city, the second site
(OPME, altitude 657 m) was located at the wind profiler radar
site near Opme on a small plateau between the campus and
the Puy de Dôme, and finally the third site (PDOM, altitude
1447 m) was on top of Puy de Dôme. The corresponding
experimental layout is illustrated in Figure 1 which also provides the corresponding altitude and horizontal spacing of the
stations. Hence, one can easily identify various atmospheric
layers: the total atmospheric column above OPGC, the lower
urban layer between OPGC and OPME (layer 1), a transition
layer between OPME and PDOM (layer 2), and the ‘‘free’’
troposphere above PDOM.
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Figure 1. Layout of the experimental setup.
[7] The corresponding GPS data of the three stations were
processed together with an ensemble of 10 reference stations
for network analysis using the GAMIT software [King and
Bock, 2000]. The methodology used to retrieve the ZTD
estimates follows the one described by Walpersdorf et al.
[2004]: a first analysis with little constraints on the experiment temporary station coordinates, then a positioning solution through Kalman filtering applied on the entire network,
and finally a second analysis with high coordinate constraints
and a sliding window strategy in order to determine the
tropospheric parameters (namely, the ZTD’s) with a 1 hour
time resolution. Once the ZTD time series were calculated for
all the stations over the entire period of the experiment, they
were converted to IWV using the formula expressed above
with the pressure and temperature measurements obtained at
each site and averaged over a duration corresponding to the
GPS solution time interval of one hour.

3. General Study
[8] Figure 2 shows the IWV contents of the different
atmospheric layers for the entire period of the experiment
and supports the preliminary discussions. Overall, one can
notice that the total column IWV above OPGC (the lowest
station, upper dotted curve) and PDOM (the highest station,
upper solid curve) present very similar features both in
relative amplitude and in time. Thus, the corresponding
features of the atmospheric layer between OPGC and PDOM
(i.e., L1 + L2, the layer below 1447 meters, solid thick curve)
are much more ‘‘damped’’. Also, the marked increases of
total water vapor content observed in the individual IWV
time series are missing while the contribution of the OPGC to
PDOM layer is somewhat equivalent to the IWV contribution
above PDOM. This indicates that during the length of our
experiment the IWV variability arises predominantly within
the troposphere region above the mountain ridge, according
to the varying synoptic conditions we have encountered,
while the L1 + L2 layer corresponds somewhat, although not
strictly, to the moist atmospheric boundary layer. Second, the
urban boundary layer (L1, lower solid curve) exhibits fairly
constant water vapor content and is the largest water vapor
contributor below PDOM while it accounts for only one
fourth of the thickness (234 m out of 1024m). Finally, the
transition layer (L2, lower dotted curve) shows a water vapor
content slightly less than the underlying urban layer with
sometimes very low values, usually, but not exclusively,
when the total IWV is low. The above statements will be
looked into details in the light of the following case studies.
However, there is one more point that needs further comments. There are times when the L2 IWV value (OPME –
PDOM) becomes negative. That is of course not physically
correct but those instances are always quite limited in time.
Hence, one could argue that it is still within the admitted
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accuracy of GPS IWV retrieval of about 1 mm. We also noticed that these situations arose mainly when there was a
temperature inversion above OPGC. In these cases, the
negative IWV difference would be linked to an erroneous
approximation of the mean temperature (Tm) based on the
measured surface temperature (Ts) [Bevis et al., 1994]. But
this correlation is not always verified, so there should still be
another explanation to the negative IWV differences. Furthermore, we have found that it was associated with cases
when the ZWD from PDOM (thus even before transformation into IWV via Tm(TS)) was very similar or, at times,
slightly superior to the one of OPME, thus leading to negative
IWV for the concerned layer. The most probable explanation
is therefore the geographical separation between the stations
and, thus, the influence of IWV gradients in the total water
vapor while the transition layer is extremely dry. That is
certainly the case in cold winter days when the major contribution to the water vapor is brought by a higher altitude
westerly flow passing over the mountains.
[9] Another aspect of our study that we have approached
qualitatively already is the variability of the water vapor
content in the various layers of the atmosphere. We have seen
above that the urban boundary layer seemed quite stable,
while there was enhanced variability in the upper layers. That
is summarized in Figure 3 where one can see the water vapor
content relative variability (as the ratio in % of standard
deviation over mean value) for each layer and/or group of
layers for the entire period of the experiment. When one
compares the total column (OPGC) with the layer above the
mountain range (PDOM), it appears that there is a higher
variability in the layer PDOM than under. This finding confirms that the water vapor modifications are predominantly
influenced by the large scale meteorological conditions
which in this case are the synoptic structures passing above
the orography. Within the lower layers between OPGC and
PDOM, the lowest urban layer (L1) is obviously very stable
when compared to the transition layer (L2) where the lowest
IWV content and the highest variability is found. It appears as
if the L2 layer plays a role of buffer between the atmospheric
urban layer and the free troposphere above. That is further
demonstrated by the observation (Figures 2 and 4) that the

Figure 2. Time series of GPS retrieved IWVover the entire
length of the experiment (days 311 to 341) for OPGC (upper
dotted curve) and PDOM (upper solid curve) total columns,
and for lower layers: the urban layer (OPGC-OPME, L1, lower
solid curve), the transition layer (OPME-PDOM, L2, lower
dotted curve) and the OPGC-PDOM layer (L1 + L2, thick
solid curve).
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Figure 3. Variability of the water vapor content in the different layers: respectively the mean IWV, the standard deviation and relative variation (ratio of standard deviation to mean
value) of IWV.
L2 variations often appears in opposite phase with the slight
variations of the boundary layer. This can be explained if one
considers that the actual urban layer with somewhat constant
water vapor content can expend and ‘‘spill over’’ from L1 into
the L2 transition layer above, or in the contrary contract into a
layer of thickness equal or less than the one of the L1 layer.

4. Case studies
[10] We will now focus on the two major IWV peaks that
occurred on days 324 and 326. Figure 4 offers a close up of
the corresponding IWV time series for the same layers as in
Figure 2. An arrow on Figure 4 indicates the time of strong
but short lived precipitations recorded at the OPGC site.
[11] The first episode on day 324 is associated with a north
westerly flow and high wind velocities corresponding to a
frontal passage that brings humidity from the Atlantic Ocean
over the mountain ridge. This episode is made up of three
separate phases. First, there is a marked rise of the total IWV
above the stations. It is rather rapid with about 10 mm increases over all sites (OPGC and PDOM being represented
here) in the lapse of two to three hours. One can notice that the
water vapor content in the lower layers does not show much
variation over that same period of time. Thus, the IWV increase is the fact of the upper layer only, above the Puy de
Dôme level.
[12] Then, there is a slow decrease of the total IWV
between 2:00 and 9:00 UTC while during that time the water
vapor content actually increases in the lower layers. The later
fact is further confirmed by sharp mixing ratio increases
recorded both at OPGC and OPME right at the time of the
strong IWV decrease associated with precipitations. This indicates that the water vapor brought above the mountain ridge
has moved past the Puy de Dôme slopes over the ClermontFerrand basin. The water vapor content rises mainly in the
transition layer L2 and ‘‘fills up’’ the lower levels above the
lowest urban layer L1. However, this new vertical distribution of water vapor should not affect the total IWV which
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should globally still be increasing. So why does it decrease?
Our proposed hypothesis is that there is formation (or
development) of clouds above the Puy de Dôme, as the liquid
water droplets formed by water vapor condensation become
invisible to the GPS. That hypothesis is further supported by
the sustained ascending vertical velocities measured by the
wind profiler at Opme exhibiting more than 3 m/s between
2.5 and 7 km of altitude, and by the strong conditional
instability of the atmosphere at that time. Thus, two processes
take place: in the lower levels the water vapor sinks into the
Clermont-Ferrand valley, while aloft the saturated moist air is
lifted such that condensation arises and water vapor is transformed into hydrometeors within the developing cloud. The
final stage of the event corresponds to the actual passage of
the front, when temperature decreases and pressure rises
again after reaching a minimum. That time is associated with
a short but intense rain episode that takes place at 9:00. It is
also associated with a marked decrease of IWV as the
atmosphere above is no longer the source of higher water
vapor contents while the precipitation also depletes the layers
below the cloud level of its water vapor.
[13] The second episode on days 325 and 326 does not
correspond to a frontal passage above the stations although it
is still associated with a north westerly flow but much less
intense than in the previous days. In this case, the episode
exhibits only two phases. First there is a slow IWV rise when
increased water vapor contents are brought up by the N-W
flow above the mountain ridge. The IWV peak value is
reached at PDOM (on top of the mountain ridge) before
OPGC (in the valley below to the East). During that time, the
lower layers water vapor content keeps constant at first then
it increases, mainly in the transition layer L2, as the water
vapor fills the entire column. For the second phase of the
event, the decrease of IWV is similarly slow and, given the
lower layers water vapor content keeps steady, one can
assume it is due to a drying upper level atmosphere without
the formation of clouds.

5. Preliminary Conclusions and Perspectives
[14] In this short study we have considered the vertical
variability of water vapor estimated with a small network of
temporary GPS stations.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 but for a subset of the data
including the two significant events analyzed between 18
November 2004 at 00:00 and 22 November 2004 at 12:00.
Approximate time of precipitation onset is indicated by the
arrow.
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[15] Considering the entire length of the experiment, we
have noticed that the atmosphere was structured into three
different and contrasted layers. First, there is the urban layer
(L1) which exhibits fairly constant water vapor content and,
although it is less than 250 meters thick, accounts for at least
half the water vapor present below the Puy de Dôme which
rises 1000 meters above the city floor. Then, the transition
layer (L2) between the lowest urban layer (L1) and the top
of the Puy de Dôme can show two kinds of behavior. Either
it acts as some kind of buffer zone into or from which the
atmospheric boundary layer expends or contracts while the
water vapor content of these two layers evolves in opposite
phases, or it is an intermediate layer when the water vapor
brought up above the mountain ridge sinks into the city basin.
Finally, during the time of our experiment, most of the large
variations of water vapor contents proved to originate in the
upper layer, mainly when water vapor is brought over the Puy
de Dôme by westerly flows from the Atlantic Ocean. The
more detailed study of two episodes of higher IWV have
revealed a contrasted behavior in the case of a frontal passage. In such conditions, the slow total IWV decrease associated with the local IWV increase in the lowest atmospheric
layers before the onset of rain is the probable signature of
cloud formation.
[16] The work presented here is preliminary in the sense
that it covers only a short period of time and a reduced
number of meteorological conditions. Thus, this calls for
follow up studies through the establishment of a permanent
set of stations for continuous measurements such that various
meteorological regimes can be considered. In particular, it
would be of great interest to study the moist boundary layer
evolution during summer periods when the diurnal cycle of
evaporation can play a major role through surface release of
water vapor. Furthermore, events of intense precipitations
could be observed in conjunction with the newly acquired
observatory precipitation radar in order to investigate the role
of IWV variations in the various atmospheric layers as a
precursor of such events. Thus, to pursue our investigations,
we hope for a slightly larger network with extra stations
extending our investigations to the city and eastern plains
floor some tens of meters below the campus, as well as in the
interval between OPME and PDOM. Likewise, short campaigns with a dense network of GPS stations around the
established ones can be envisioned to study the 3-D water
vapor distribution and dynamics with tomography studies.
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